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Abstract. The purpose of the present study was to evaluate 
multiplex liquid assay-based measurement of multiple ovarian 
cancer-associated biomarkers such as hemoglobin, haptoglobin 
and apolipoprotein E, together with CA125, which has been 
widely used in the diagnosis of ovarian cancer, in order to provide 
a higher diagnostic power. We measured the serum levels of 
CA125, hemoglobin, haptoglobin and apolipoprotein E from the 
serum of 76 healthy individuals and 69 ovarian cancer patients 
using a multiplex liquid assay system, Luminex 100. The results 
were analyzed according to normal versus ovarian cancer, 
tumor stages and tumor histology. In addition, to validate the 
use of these biomarkers for the diagnosis of ovarian cancer, the 
sensitivity and specificity of each biomarker was analyzed by its 
receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve. The serum levels 
of all four biomarkers in ovarian cancer patients were signifi-
cantly higher than those of healthy individuals. When CA125 
was combined with the biomarkers, the overall sensitivity and 
specificity were significantly improved in the ROC curve, which 
showed 95 and 75% sensitivity and specificity, respectively. At 
95% specificity for all stages the sensitivity increased to 75% 
compared to 41% for CA125 alone. For stage I+II increased the 
sensitivity to 68% from 36% for CA125 alone. For stage III+IV 
the corresponding values were 100 and 95%, respectively. Taken 
together, the new combination of hemoglobin, haptoglobin 
and apolipoprotein E with CA125 significantly improved both 
the sensitivity and the specificity of ovarian cancer diagnosis 
compared with those of individual biomarkers. These findings 
suggest the benefit of the combination of these markers for the 
diagnosis of ovarian cancer.

Introduction

Ovarian cancer has a very high mortality rate, since it tends to 
be asymptomic, which results in the vast majority of patients 
with ovarian cancer being diagnosed in advanced stages 
(stage III/IV) (1,2). The 5-year survival rate of patients with 
early stage cancer ranges from 50-95%, but it is <25% for 
those with advanced stage disease (3,4). Given our knowledge 
about the steep decrease in survival rates relative to the stage 
at which the disease is diagnosed, it is reasonable to suggest 
that early detection remains the most promising approach with 
which to improve the long-term survival of ovarian cancer 
patients. Therefore, considerable efforts have been focused on 
the identification of diagnostic biomarkers for early detection 
of ovarian cancer (5,6).

CA125 has been used as a serum marker of ovarian cancer 
for monitoring responses to chemotherapy, detecting disease 
recurrence, distinguishing malignant from benign pelvic 
masses, and potentially improving the designs of clinical trials. 
However, CA125 has proven to be a poor diagnostic tumor 
biomarker for early stage ovarian cancer (7). It is elevated 
above reference levels in only 50% of clinically detectable 
early stage disease, and is not infrequently elevated in patients 
with benign ovarian tumors (8,9). In addition, CA125 levels are 
falsely elevated in pregnant women and women with detectable 
intraperitoneal pathologies that may alter the clearance of the 
antigen (10-12). Therefore, attempts have been made to combine 
or replace CA125 with other markers, and investigators have 
evaluated the ability of some established markers to improve 
the identification and prognosis of ovarian cancer (8,13,14), thus 
indicating that the addition of one or several markers to CA125 
would improve diagnostic and prognostic performance if 
sensitivity were improved without a loss in specificity. However, 
because the measurement of serum concentration of each puta-
tive biomarker with individual ELISAs requires considerable 
time, cost, and sample volumes in order to assess the combined 
effects of several markers, new methods or technologies for 
multiplexing must be developed.

The Luminex 100 bead-based system is a recently devel-
oped technology that provides multiplexing in a solution phase, 
resulting in it being particularly flexible and nondestructive for 
protein analysis. Each set of up to 100 uniquely color-coded 
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polystyrene microspheres can be anchored with a different 
capture antibody. The use of detection antibodies labeled with 
biotin and streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin allows quantification 
of antigen-antibody reactions that occur on the microsphere 
surface through the measurement of the relative fluorescence 
intensity. Therefore, the system is capable of measuring up to 
100 analytes simultaneously in a small sample volume (<50 µl).

In this study, we measured four serum biomarkers of ovarian 
cancer, CA125, hemoglobin, haptoglobin, and apolipoprotein 
E, using a multimarker bead-based immuno assay system, and 
evaluated the combined effect of the four biomarkers for the 
diagnosis of ovarian cancer compared with those of the indi-
vidual markers alone.

Materials and methods

Patients and samples. All patients were enrolled at St. Mary's 
Hospital of Catholic Medical School during the period from 
January 2001 to July 2007, according to the procedures 
approved by the Institutional Review Board of The Catholic 
University of Korea. This study was based on analyses of serum 
collected from patients with ovarian cancer (n=69) and normal 
healthy females (n=76). Patient serum was harvested before 
surgery or chemotherapy, and was then incubated for 30 min at 
room temperature, followed by centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 
separation. The serum was stored at -70˚C until they were used 
in experiments; frequent freezing and thawing were avoided. 
The stages and grades of tumors from the ovarian cancer 
patients were assigned according to the guidelines provided 
by the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics 
(FIGO), and the enrolled groups were then divided according 
to age.

Conjugation of primary antibodies with microspheres. Four 
different kinds of microspheres (1x106 microspheres for each 
antibody, Biosource, Camarillo, CA) were prepared in each 
tube, and were then resuspended well by vortexing and soni-
cation, followed by centrifugation for 2 min at 8,000 rpm. 
Supernatants were discarded, and the pellets were saved and 
washed once with 100 µl saline. Monobasic sodium phosphate 
(80 µl of 100 mM) (pH 6.2, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 
10 µl of 50 mM Sulfo-NHS (Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, 
IL) and 10 µl of 50 mM EDC (Pierce Biotechnology) were 
added, and the solution was then incubated for 20 min at room 
temperature. After centrifugation (8,000 rpm, 2 min), the pellets 
were saved and washed twice with 250 µl of 50 mM MES (pH 
5.0, Sigma-Aldrich). After the removal of the supernatant, 
500 µl of MES was added to each tube including different 
microspheres. Following the addition of 0.5 µg of each anti-
body [anti-CA125 (Fitzgerald Industries International, Inc., 
Concord, MA), anti-hemoglobin (Abcam, Cambridge, MA), 
anti-haptoglobin (Abcam), anti-apolipoprotein E (Fizgerald 
Industries International, Inc.)] in each tube, the tubes were incu-
bated for 2 h on a shaker, which was protected from light. After 
the incubation, antibody-bound microspheres were pelleted by 
centrifugation for 2 min at 8,000 rpm, and 500 µl of 1% BSA 
buffer was then added. After additional incubation for 30 min 
at room temperature, the microspheres were washed twice with 
1% BSA buffer and then stored at 4˚C under protection from 
light.

Labeling biotins on the secondary antibodies. For labeling 
biotins on the secondary antibodies, a biotin labeling kit (Alpha 
Diagnostics International Inc., San Antonio, TX) was used 
according to the manufacturer's protocol. Briefly, biotin was 

Table I. Concentration of serum markers with clinicopathological findings in ovarian cancer patients.

  CA125 Hemoglobin Haptoglobin Apolipo E
Characteristics N (%) (U/ml) (µg/ml) (µg/ml) (ng/ml)

Healthy normal (control) 76 (100%) 11.5a     69.0   347.6   100.1
Ovarian cancer patients 69 (100%)
  Age (years), mean (range)  50.1±14.0 (17-82)
FIGO stage
  I 29 (42.0%)   42.3   188.8   479.0   157.0
  II   9 (13.0%) 230.9   992.7 1209.5   838.6
  III 19 (27.5%) 909.4   212.8   996.5   523.4
  IV   9 (11.6%) 943.7   995.6 1263.9 1318.5
Histological subtype
  Serous 33 (47.8%) 681.7   417.8   916.9   541.3
  Mucinous 10 (14.5%)   42.4   269.8   506.6   255.6
  Clear cell   9 (13.0%) 129.6   305.8   498.0   276.7
  Endometrioid   8 (11.6%)   58.9   402.7   648.6   312.9
  Granulosa cell   4 (5.8%)   13.6   147.8   478.2     91.7
  Other   5 (7.2%) 718.6 1167.3 1684.4 1334.0

aValues are presented as the mean.
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added at a ratio of 1:10 (biotin:antibody). After incubation for 
1 h at room temperature under protection from light, dialysis 
was performed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).

Analysis of samples by multiplex liquid array system, 
Luminex 100. The serum from healthy normal control and 
ovarian cancer patients were diluted to 1:100 in a buffer 
including 1% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.05% Tween-20 
(Sigma-Adrich). Fifty µl of each diluted serum were plated 
on a 1.2-µm filter plate (96- well), to which 2,500 of each 
antibody-bound microsphere were added in 50 µl. After 
incubation for 2 h at room temperature under protection from 
light, they were washed twice with PBS buffer including 
0.05% Tween-20. Streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin (100 µl of 
0.4 µg) (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to each well, and plates 
were then incubated for 30 min, followed by two washes 
with PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20. The identification of 
antibody-bound microspheres and the screening of antigen-
antibody-bound microspheres were carried out by using 
Luminex 100 (Luminex Corp., Houston, TX) according to 
the manufacturer's protocol. Ranges of the concentrations 
of each antigen for standard curves were 10-250 U/ml for 
CA125, 1-1000 µg/ml for hemoglobin, 0.1-100 µg/ml for 
haptoglobin, and 0.5-50 ng/ml for apolipoprotein E. The 
data were analyzed by the BeadView program (Upstate, 
Charlottesville, VA).

Statistical analysis. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was 
used to assess the statistical significance of differences between 

the normal individuals and ovarian cancer patients. SigmaPlot 
(v12.0, Systat, Chicago, IL) and SAS (v9.1, SAS Institute, Cary, 
NC) was used for statistical analysis to determine the sensi-
tivity, specificity, and the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) 
curve.

Results

Serum levels of ovarian tumor markers in normal control 
and ovarian cancer groups. The characteristics of patients 
and serum levels of ovarian cancer markers are shown in 
Table I. Concentration of serum biomarkers such as CA125, 
hemoglobin, haptoglobin, and apolipoprotein E in serum from 
healthy normal control and ovarian cancer patients was simul-
taneously measured by a multiplex liquid array system using 
microbeads coated with capture antibodies and biotin-labeled 
antibodies against each of the tumor markers and streptavidin-
R-phycoerythrin. The serum levels of all four tumor markers 
were significantly higher in ovarian cancer patients than that in 
normal controls (Fig. 1A). First, we compared the serum levels 
of these four tumor markers according to the tumor stages 
(Fig. 1B). The serum levels of CA125 were gradually elevated 
with tumor stage. Also, the other three tumor markers were 
significantly increased in ovarian cancers compared with that 
in normal controls. Next, we attempted to compare the serum 
levels of four tumor markers according to histologic types of 
ovarian cancer (Fig. 1C). The serum levels of CA125, hapto-
globin, and apolipoprotein E were the highest in serous type 
compared with those in the other types, as the case numbers 

Figure 1. Scatter plots of concentrations of CA125, hemoglobin, haptoglobin, and apolipoprotein E. (A) Normal controls and ovarian cancer patients; (B) tumor 
stages in ovarian cancer patients; (C) different histological subtypes in normal controls and ovarian cancer patients. N, normal controls; C, clear cell; E, endo-
metrioid; G, granulosa cell; M, mucinous; S, serous; O, other.
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for patients with clear cell and granulosa cell histology were 
too small.

Comparison of the sensitivity and specificity between four 
tumor markers alone and the combination of four markers 
for the diagnosis of ovarian cancer. We compared the sensi-
tivity and specificity between each marker alone and the four 
markers in combination in order to diagnose ovarian cancer 
using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. In 
this study, we used cut-off values of 35 U/ml, 71.6 µg/ml,  

1,007 µg/ml, and 248.4 ng/ml for CA125, hemoglobin, 
haptoglobin, and apolipoprotein E, respectively, for better 
diagnostic accuracy for the samples tested. By using these 
cut-off values, we were able to minimize the rates of false-
positive and false-negative findings in the differentiation 
of normal controls from subjects with ovarian cancer. The 
sensitivity and specificity of individual markers with CA125, 
hemoglobin, haptoglobin, and apolipoprotein E were 88.5 and 
75.3%, 80.0 and 66.1%, 68.0 and 59.4%, and 73.6 and 59.4%, 
respectively (Fig. 2A).

Table II. Sensitivities and specificities.

 CA125 Hemoglobin Haptoglobin Apolipo E All markers
 ----------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------- ----------------------------
Patient group SNa SPb SN SP SN SP SN SP SN SP

All stages 99 42 99 13 99 32 99 16   99   24
 95 62 95 42 95 36 95 27   95   70
 90 75 90 52 90 43 90 44   90   87
 59 90 36 90   7 90   7 90   86   90
 41 95 32 95   6 95 16 95   75   95
Stage I+II 99 13 99 15 99 26 99 11   99   29
 95 45 95 44 95 26 95 14   95   29
 90 61 90 56 90 29 90 23   90   71
 45 90 32 90   8 90 17 90   76   90
 36 95 22 95   4 95 16 95   68   95
Stage III+IV 99 89 99   8 99 44 99 23   99   97
 95 96 95 33 95 52 95 46   95   97
 90 96 90 38 90 67 90 77   90 100
     36 90   7 90 71 90 100   90
     36 95   7 95 62 95 100   95

aSensitivity; bSpecificity.

Figure 2. ROC (receiver operator characteristic) discriminating ovarian cancer from normal controls. The curves shown were obtained by processing quantified 
raw data by SigmaPlot 12.0 version software and the sensitivity/specificity values were predicted from the area under the curves and the calculated data. ROC 
curves for CA125, hemoglobin, haptoglobin, and apolipoprotein E alone: (A) healthy controls versus ovarian cancer; (B) healthy controls versus stages I to II 
ovarian cancer; (C) healthy controls versus stages III to IV ovarian cancer.
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The sensitivity and specificity of the individual markers 
for early-stage (stages I and II) were 82.9 and 63.2%, 78.9 
and 70.2%, 62.8 and 48.6%, and 59.6 and 57.1%, respectively 
(Fig. 2B). And the sensitivity and specificity of the individual 
markers for late-stage (stages III and IV) were 96.5 and 
96.3%, 75.9 and 66.7%, 81.2 and 70.4%, and 90.8 and 76.9%, 
respectively (Fig. 2C). The sensitivities and specificities for 
discriminating between ovarian cancer and healthy tissue are 
shown in Table II. For CA125 alone, at 90% (95% CI, 82-96%) 
specificity, overall sensitivity was 59% (95% CI, 46-72%), 45% 
(95% CI, 32-58%) for stages I+II, and 98% (95% CI, 91-99%) 
for stages III+IV. At 95% (95% CI, 82-96%) specificity, overall 
sensitivity was 41% (95% CI, 32-58%) for all stages, 36% (95% 
CI, 24-48%) for stages I+II and 96% (95% CI, 88-99%) for 
stages III+IV. 

When CA125 was combined with the biomarkers (hemo-
globin, haptoglobin, and apolipoprotein E), the overall 
sensitivity and specificity were significantly improved in 
the ROC curve, which showed 95 and 75% sensitivity and 
specificity, respectively (Fig. 3A). At a very high sensitivity 
of 99% there was a loss in specificity to 24% for all four 
tumor markers compared to 42% for CA125 alone. At this 
sensitivity, however, the specificity was higher for all markers 
in the stage I+II patient group (Fig. 3B). The strength of the 
markers at this high sensitivity is restricted to the stage III+IV 
group with a specificity at 97% (Fig. 3C). At 95% specificity 
for all stages the sensitivity increased to 75% compared to 
41% for CA125 alone. For stage I+II increased the sensi-
tivity to 68% from 36% for CA125 alone. For stage III+IV 
the corresponding values were, respectively, 100 and 95%, 
suggesting that the four biomarker set classified early-stage 
cancers with 68% sensitivity and late-stage cancers with 
100% sensitivity at 95% specificity, which was significantly 
higher than CA125 alone.

Discussion

In the present study, we evaluated, for the first time, a new 
combination of four known biomarkers of ovarian cancer, 
CA125, hemoglobin, haptoglobin, and apolipoprotein E, in an 

attempt to improve the sensitivity and specificity of the diagnosis 
of ovarian cancer. Moreover, this study effectively presented the 
validation of the use of a multiplex liquid assay system for the 
simultaneous detection of several biomarkers for the diagnosis 
of ovarian cancer.

CA125 has been a potentially useful marker for diagnosis and 
prognosis after treatment (surgery or conventional therapies) of 
ovarian cancer, but it is often not elevated in clinically-detected 
ovarian cancers, and is also frequently elevated in women with 
benign ovarian cancers (15-17). The cut-off 35 U/ml for CA125 
we used is generally accepted (18). Due to the vulnerable points 
of CA125 as a biomarker of ovarian cancer (19), combining one 
or more other tumor markers with CA125 might improve the 
sensitivity and specificity of the diagnosis of ovarian cancers or 
the earlier detection of such cancers.

We have identified and verified hemoglobin-α and -β as 
new serum biomarkers of ovarian cancer using proteomic 
technologies and ELISA (20). Following our identification 
of hemoglobin as an ovarian cancer biomarker, four serum 
proteins, including hemoglobin β, was identified as serum 
biomarkers of early stage ovarian cancer using micro-LC-MS/
MS and ELISA analysis (21). Consistent with these previous 
reports, the serum level of hemoglobin in ovarian cancer was 
significantly higher than that in normal controls in this study. 
The level of hemoglobin was higher in stage II cancers, but was 
not stage-dependent, while that of CA125 was much higher in 
late stages (III and IV) of ovarian cancer than in early stages. 
These findings suggest that combination of CA125 with hemo-
globin could compensate for the weakness of CA125 in the 
detection of early stage ovarian cancer. However, to evaluate 
the validation of hemoglobin as a biomarker for early detec-
tion, extended case numbers of early and late stage cancers are 
required for comparison, as the numbers of cases presented 
here are small.

In a manner similar to other acute-phase proteins, hapto-
globin also originates mainly from the liver, and elevation of 
this peptide could be observed in infections, inflammation, 
and various malignant diseases, including lung and bladder 
cancers (22-24), leukemia (25), breast cancer (26), and 
urogenital tumors (27). Haptoglobin-α has been suggested as 

Figure 3. ROC discriminating ovarian cancer from normal controls using the four-biomarker set. The curves shown were obtained by processing quantified 
raw data by SAS 9.1 version software and the sensitivity/specificity values were predicted from the area under the curves and the calculated data. ROC curves 
for CA125 and the four-biomarker set: (A) healthy controls versus ovarian cancer. The overall difference in AUCs between four biomarkers and CA125 was 
statistically significant (P<0.011); (B) healthy controls versus stages I to II ovarian cancer (P<0.028); (C) healthy controls versus stages III to IV ovarian cancer 
(P<0.33).
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a serum biomarker using surface-enhanced laser desorption 
and ionization, and subsequently identified this as the α chain 
of haptoglobin using ELISA (28). In addition, it was reported 
that significantly elevated haptoglobin concentrations were 
associated with poor survival rates in women with ovarian 
cancer, and chemo therapeutic treatment reduced the serum 
level of haptoglobin, thus indicating a role of haptoglobin in 
the monitoring of patients undergoing chemotherapy (29), as 
well as in the diagnosis of ovarian cancer (30,31).

Apolipoprotein E, was among the genes that were highly 
up-regulated in ovarian cancer, as identified by serial analysis 
of gene expression (SAGE); this was further validated through 
immunohistochemical analysis (32). In addition, the expression 
of apolipoprotein E was frequently detected in ovarian serous 
carcinomas, the most common and lethal type of ovarian 
cancer, but not in serous borderline tumors or normal ovarian 
surface epithelium (33,34). Even though these findings strongly 
suggested that apolipoprotein E might function as a potent 
biomarker of ovarian cancer, the present study is the first trial 
to use apolipoprotein E as a serum biomarker of ovarian cancer. 
Our data show that the serum level of apolipoprotein E was 
elevated in ovarian cancer patients, and was the highest in serous 
carcinoma. These data were in agreement with the previously 
reported result that apolipoprotein E was highly expressed in 
ovarian serous carcinoma (35). Thus, these combined results 
indicate that apolipoprotein E in serum might be a product 
that is released from tumors, and could be a direct predictor 
of ovarian cancer.

However, when applied individually, three of the markers 
studied here did not surpass CA125 in their sensitivities and 
specificities in the diagnosis of ovarian cancer. Combining 
individual markers has been attempted by other researchers 
as one strategy to enhance the overall ovarian cancer detec-
tion rate (19,36-38). We applied the combination of the three 
serum markers with CA125, and compared the sensitivities 
and specificities between the combination of the four markers 
and each marker alone. Results from ROC curve analysis show 
that combining four biomarkers had a much improved sensi-
tivity over that of each biomarker alone. At a high sensitivity of 
90%, combining four biomarkers resulted in a slight increase 
in the specificity to 87% compared to 75% for CA125 alone. 
At a high specificity of 90%, there was a gain in sensitivity 
to 27% for the four biomarker set. At a 95% specificity for 
all stages the sensitivity increased to 75% compared to 41% 
for CA125 alone. The four biomarker set classified early-stage 
cancers with 68% sensitivity and late-stage cancers with 100% 
sensitivity at 95% specificity. The sensitivity and specificity 
of this panel for stage III+IV are comparable to results with 
a four biomarker panel selected from 96 candidate antigens 
measured by immunoassays with multiplex techniques (39). 
The high specificity and corresponding increases in sensitivity 
for all four biomarkers have merit in ovarian cancer screening 
trials. Thus, a large number of ovarian cancer patients and a 
healthy control cohort would be required to further improve 
the specificity and sensitivity of the combined biomarkers in 
both retrospective and prospective clinical trials and lead to 
increased survival (6,40).

We performed a multimarker bead-based immunoassay for 
the detection of these biomarkers in the serum from normal 
control and ovarian cancer patients using a multiplex liquid 

assay system, Luminex 100. This immunoassay system has 
several benefits for the immunoassay using clinical samples 
compared with the conventional enzyme-linked immuno-
sorbent assay techniques and proteomic based analyses 
(41). i) This system requires only a small sample volume for 
simultaneous detections for several markers, so in the event 
that several assays for the detection of several markers should 
be required with very small or rare samples from patients 
(39), this system is very beneficial. ii) Time and cost can be 
saved due to multiplexing. iii) When new biomarkers are 
identified from high-throughput screening and need to be 
verified, they can be measured with previously established 
markers at the same time and in the same well, resulting in 
reducing experimental errors or variations. However, there 
are some difficulties inherent to the set up for multiplexing. 
Since proper concentrations of antibodies in bead-antibody 
conjugation according to the antibodies present, the 
concentration of each antibody should be experimentally 
determined. A good pair of capture antibody and detection 
antibody should be determined, and cross-reactivity among 
different antibodies for multiplexing should be avoided. 
Several commercially available Luminex multiplex panels 
were compared with conventional commercial ELISAs for 
measurement of biomarkers in human plasma that are asso-
ciated with obesity and inflammation (42). The correlation 
between Luminex multiplexed assays and ELISAs was good 
for some analytes, but some with very low plasma concen-
trations showed low assay sensitivity and poor correlations, 
thus suggesting that the Luminex multiplex system might 
be considered when attempting to detect analytes present at 
very low concentrations in serum. Although the Luminex 
multiplex assay system has the complexities mentioned 
above, this technology will be very useful and convenient in 
clinical studies with a large number of samples once the most 
appropriate conditions are determined.

The present study showed significant improvement of 
sensitivity for the diagnosis of ovarian cancer when using a 
combination of new serum biomarkers, including CA125, hemo-
globin, haptoglobin, and apolipoprotein E, using a multiplex 
liquid assay system. Further studies are going to be extended to a 
large number of ovarian cancer patients in early and late stages, 
as well as healthy women, in order to confirm the validity of the 
combination of these markers for the diagnosis at an early stage 
of ovarian cancer.
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